
 UNIT 1
AP PSYCHOLOGY

Why Study Psychology?




Define PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology is 
the scientific 
study of 
behavior and
mental 
processes



 Psychology’s Four Goals
1. Description

 What is happening?

2. Explanation
 Why is it happening?

 Theory - general explanation of a set of observations or 
facts

3. Prediction
 Will it happen again?

4. Control
 How can it be changed?

Definition and goals of psychology 






Pre-scientific Roots

 Socrates and Plato

 Concluded that mind is 
separable from body and 
continues after the body 
dies, and that knowledge 
is innate – born within us
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Pre-scientific Roots

 Rene Descartes (1595-1650)

 Agreed with Socrates and 
Plato regarding the 
existence of innate ideas 
and the mind’s being 
“entirely distinct from the 
body” and able to survive 
after death




Pre-scientific Roots

 Aristotle
 Used principles of logic

 Derived principles from careful observations 
which concluded that “the soul is not 
separable from the body, and the same holds 
good of particular parts of the soul”

 “Knowledge is not preexisting; instead it 
grows from the experiences stored in our 
memories






Pre-scientific Roots




Pre-scientific Roots

 Francis Bacon (1561 – 1626)
 “Proposed a theory that espouses a form 

of behavioral psychology according to 
which (a) supposed mental properties are 
"hidden forms" best described in 
dispositional terms, (b) the true character 
of an individual can be discovered in his 
observable behavior, and (c) an 
"informed" understanding of these 
properties permits the prediction and 
control of human behavior

 One of the founders of modern science 
and the need research 




Pre-Scientific Roots



 Pre-scientific Roots

 John Locke (1632-1704)
 An Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding
 “the mind at birth is a blank slate – a 

white paper – on which experience 
writes (tabula rasa)

 Helped form modern empiricism
 Knowledge originates in experience 

and that science should, therefore, 
rely on observation and 
experimentation 
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EMPIRICISTS

 Empiricists have always claimed that sense experience is the 
ultimate starting point for all our knowledge. 

 The senses, they maintain, give us all our raw data about the 
world, and without this raw material, there would be no 
knowledge at all. 

 Perception starts a process, and from this process come all our 
beliefs. 

 In its purest form, empiricism holds that sense experience alone 
gives birth to all our beliefs and all our knowledge




EMPIRICISTS

 It’s easy to see how empiricism has been able to win over many 
converts. 

 Think about it for a second. 

 It’s interestingly difficult to identify a single belief that you have 
that didn’t come your way by means of some sense experience 
— sight, hearing, touch, smell, or taste. It’s natural, then, to 
come to believe that the senses are the sole source and ultimate 
grounding of belief.




RATIONALISTS

 Rationalists have claimed that the ultimate starting point for all knowledge is 
not the senses but reason. 

 They maintain that without prior categories and principles supplied by 
reason, we couldn’t organize and interpret our sense experience in any 
way. 

 We would be faced with just one huge, undifferentiated, kaleidoscopic whirl 
of sensation, signifying nothing. 

 Rationalism in its purest form goes so far as to hold that all our rational 
beliefs, and the entirety of human knowledge, consists in first principles and 
innate concepts (concepts that we are just born having) that are somehow 
generated and certified by reason, along with anything logically deducible 
from these first principles.




RATIONALISTS

 How can reason supply any mental category or first principle at 
all? 

 Some rationalists have claimed that we are born with several 
fundamental concepts or categories in our minds ready for use.

 These give us what the rationalists call “innate knowledge.”

 Examples might be certain categories of space, of time, and of 
cause and effect.









Psychological Science is Born 
 Wilhelm Wundt (1832 – 1920)

 Created the first psychological 
laboratory
 Psychology’s first graduate students

 His work led to schools:
 Structuralism

 Functionalism

 Gestaltism

 Behaviorism

 Psychoanalysis
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Edward Titchener

 Introspection

 “Well, how does 
that make you 
feel?”








Edward Titchener

 Coined the word 'empathy,' a 
translation of the German word ' 
Einfühlung'

 Oversaw the graduate studies of 
Margaret Floy Washburn, the first 
woman to be granted a Ph.D. in 
Psychology





PSYCHOANALYTICAL  
PSYCHOLOGY





Psychological Science Develops
 Sigmund Freud (1856 – 1939)
 Freud is best known for his theories of 

the unconscious mind, especially 
involving the mechanism of repression; 
his redefinition of sexual desire as 
mobile and directed towards a wide 
variety of objects; and his therapeutic 
techniques, especially his 
understanding of transference in the 
therapeutic relationship and the 
presumed value of dreams as sources 
of insight into unconscious desires 
 Id (pleasure); Super-Ego (morals, guilt, 

conscious); and Ego (balance between the 
other two)
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BEHAVIORAL 
PSYCHOLOGY




Psychological Science Develops 

(1920s – 1960s)
 America

 John B. Watson (1878 – 1958) & 
B.F. Skinner (1904 – 1990)
 Behaviorists

 You cannot observe a sensation , a 
feeling, or a thought, but you can 
observe and record people’s behavior as 
they respond to different situations

 Dismissed introspection and 
redefined psychology as “the scientific 
study of observable behavior”
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 Behavorial Psychology

 Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936)

 Classical Conditioning

 Pavlov’s famous experiment

 Conditioned reflex was a response 
provoked by a stimulus (i.e. behavior)   

Contemporary Approaches
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 Behavorial Psychology
 BF Skinner (1904-1990)
 Operant Conditioning
 Introduced concept of                            

reinforcement
 Portrayed idea of utopia
 Built a fictional small town (Walden Two); 

those who displayed appropriate behavior 
were rewarded; the town was led by only 
those who exhibited desirable traits

Contemporary Approaches





GESTALT
PSYCHOLOGY





 Gestalt Psychology

 German psychologists

 Max Wertheimer (1880-1943); Wolfgang Kohler
(1887-1967); Kurt Koffka (1886-1941)

 Disagreed with principles of structuralism and 
behaviorism

 Perception is more than the sum of its parts – it 
involves a “whole pattern” or “Gestalt”

Historical Approaches









Psychological Science is Born 
 William James (1842 – 1910)

 Unlike structuralists who hoped 
to assemble the structure of mind 
from simple elements of 
disconnected parts, William 
James felt it more fruitful to 
consider the evolved functions of 
our thought and feelings
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 Functionalism
 Taught first class of Psychology at 

Harvard
 Focused on the functions or actions 

of the conscious mind (how people 
adapt to their environment to 
survive) 

 Functionalists admired Charles 
Darwin’s Natural Selection

William James (1842 – 1910) 
cont…
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Psychological Science is Born 
 William James (1842 – 1910)
 James encouraged explorations of 

down-to-earth emotions, 
memories, will power, habits, and 
moment-to-moment streams of 
consciousness

 He gained widespread recognition 
with his monumental Principles of 
Psychology (1890), twelve hundred 
pages in two volumes which took 
twelve years to complete 
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ENTITY VS INCREMENTAL THEORISTS




G. Stanley Hall

 Granville Stanley Hall (2/1844 – 4/1924) was 
a psychologist and educator who pioneered 
American psychology along with William 
James

 His interests focused on childhood 
development and evolutionary theory
 Influenced by Sigmund Freud and Darwin’s Theory of 

Evolution
 Hall linked together genetic psychology and education.

The theory that Hall is known for is his theory of 
recapitulation

 Hall was the first president of the American 
Psychological Association (APA) and the 
first president of Clark University
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Psychological Science is Born 

 Mary Calkins (1863 – 1930)
 William James’s student
 She was refused the Ph.d in 

Psychology by Harvard (instead 
they awarded a degree from 
Radcliffe) 

 Became the American 
Psychological Association’s (APA) 
first female president in 1905





Psychological Science is Born 

 Margaret Floyd Washburn
 First woman to receive a 

psychology Ph.d
 Synthesized animal behavior 

research in The Animal Mind





Leta Stetter Hollingworth (1886-1939)

 Leta Stetter Hollingworth was a lifelong 
proponent of experimental objectivity

 Leta single handedly dismantled two 
substantial obstacles that stood in the 
way of women’s involvement in 
psychology, or any scientific field, for that 
matter

 Because of her work, future women would 
not have to deal with (1) unchecked 
acquisitions of innate mediocrity,  or (2) 
menstrual disability in their pursuit of 
scientific eminence 

 Pioneer in children with special needs 
and exceptional abilities (ie. Gifted)





HUMANISTIC 
PSYCHOLOGY




Psychological Science Develops 

(1960s)
 America

 Humanistic Psychology
 Response to Freudian psychology and 

to behaviorism

 Carl Rogers (1902-87) and 
Abraham Maslow (1908 – 70)
 Emphasized the importance of current 

environmental influences on our growth 
potential, and the importance of 
meeting our needs for love and 
acceptance
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 Humanistic Psychology
 Abraham Maslow (1904-1990)
 Emphasized how each person is unique and has a 

self-concept and potential to develop fully (Maslow                                               
Hierarchy of                                                         
Needs)

Contemporary Approaches
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COGNITIVE 
PSYCHOLOGY



Phineas Gage

Phineas Gage Story
Personality changed after
the accident.

What this this tell us?
That different parts of the brain
control different aspects 

of who we are.





Psychological Science Develops 
(1960s)

 America

 Cognitive revolution in Psychology

 Considering how we perceive, 
process and remember information

 More recently; cognitive 
neuroscience (the study of the 
interaction of thought processes 
and brain function)





 Cognitive Psychology
 Jean Piaget (1896-1980)
 Cognitivists focus on how we process, store 

and use information and how this information 
influences our thinking, language, problem 
solving and creativity

Modern Approaches









Why do we have so 
many types of 

psychologists?



ANSWER:  Psychologists have 
different ways of looking at the 

same problem, which is why 
there are so many sub-fields of 

psychology



Overview of Six Contemporary Theoretical 
Perspectives in Psychology

Perspective 
and its Period

Principal 
Contributors

Subject Matter Basic Premise

Behavioral
(1913 –
present)

John B. 
Watson
Ivan Pavlov
B.F. Skinner

Effects of 
environment on 
the overt behavior 
of humans and 
animals

Only observable events 
(stimulus-response relations) 
can be studied scientifically

Psychoanalytic 
(1900 –
present)

Sigmund 
Freud
Carl Jung
Alfred Adler

Unconscious 
determinants of 
behavior

Unconscious motives and 
experiences in early childhood 
govern personality and mental 
disorders

Humanistic 
(1950s –
present)

Carl Rogers
Abraham 
Maslow

Unique aspects of 
human 
experience

Humans are free, rational 
beings with the potential for 
personal growth; different from 
animals



Overview of Six Contemporary Theoretical 
Perspectives in Psychology (CONTINUED)

Perspective 
and its Period

Principal 
Contributors

Subject Matter Basic Premise

Cognitive 
(1950s –
present)

Jean Piaget
Noam Chomsky
Herbert Simon

Thoughts, 
mental 
processes 

Human behavior cannot be 
fully understood w/o examining 
how people acquire, store, and 
process information

Biological 
(1950s –
present)

James Olds
Roger Sperry
David Hubel
Torsten Wiesel

Physiological 
bases of 
behavior in 
humans animals

An organism’s functioning can 
be explained in terms of the 
bodily structures and 
biochemical processes that 
underlie behavior

Evolutionary 
(1980s –
present)

David Buss
Marin Daly
Margo Wilson
Leda Cosmides
James Tooby

Evolutionary 
bases of 
behavior in 
humans and 
animals

Behavior patterns have 
evolved to solve adaptive 
problems; natural selection 
favors behaviors that enhance 
reproductive success




Psychology’s Big Debate

 Nature-Nurture




Psychology’s Big Debate

 Nature-Nurture
 Nature refers to an organism's biological inheritance, nurture to 

environmental experiences. 

 "Nature" proponents claim that biological inheritance is the most 
important influence on development; 

 “Nurture" proponents claim that environmental experiences are 
the most important 




Psychology’s Big Debate

 Charles Darwin (1809-82)
 Origins of the Species (1859)

 Proposed an evolutionary 
process

 Natural selection is the 
process by which favorable 
traits that are heritable become 
more common in successive 
generations of a population of 
reproducing organisms, and 
unfavorable traits that are 
heritable become less 
common. 
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Psychology’s Three Main Levels 
of Analysis

Behavior or Mental 
Process

Biological Influences Psychological Influences 

Social-Cultural Influences 



Psychology’s Current Perspectives

Perspective Focus Sample 
Questions

Neuroscience How the body and brain 
enable emotions, 
memories, and sensory 
experiences

How are messages 
transmitted within the 
body?  How is blood 
chemistry linked with 
moods and motives?

Evolutionary How the natural selection 
of traits promotes the 
perpetuation of one’s 
genes

How does evolution 
influence behavior 
tendencies?

Behavior Genetics How much our genes and 
our environment influence 
our individual differences

To what extent are 
psychological traits 
attributable to our genes?  To 
our environment?



Psychology’s Current Perspectives

Perspective Focus Sample 
Questions

Psychodynamic How behavior springs from 
unconscious drives and 
conflicts

How can someone’s 
personality traits and 
disorders be explained in 
terms of sexual and 
aggressive drives?

Behavioral How we learn observable 
responses

How do we learn to fear 
particular objects or 
situations? What is the 
best way to change our 
behavior?

Cognitive How we encode, process, 
store, and retrieve 
information

How do we use information in 
remembering?  Reasoning?  
Solving problems?



Psychology’s Current Perspectives

Perspective Focus Sample 
Questions

Social-cultural How behavior and thinking 
vary across situations and 
cultures

How are we alike as 
members of one human 
family?  How do we differ?





Careers in Psychology: Percentage of 
Psychology Degrees by Specialty




Introducing Psychology: Ethnicities of 
Doctorate Recipients  in Psychology





Psychologist v. Psychiatrist

Psychologist: a specialist in the study of the structure 

and function of the brain and related behaviors or mental 
processes. A psychologist may provide psychological evaluation, 
assessment, testing, and treatment, but may not prescribe 
medications.





Psychologist v. Psychiatrist

Psychiatrist: licensed physician (MD or DO) who 
specialize in the evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment of mental 
disorders. Their medical and psychiatric training prepares them 
to treat adults and children either individually, as part of and 
involving the family unit, and/or in a group setting. Psychiatrists 
can prescribe medications, if needed.



Psychology’s Subfields (Basic  & Applied 
Research)

Biological 
psychologists

Explore the links between 
brain and mind

Developmental 
psychologists

Study our changing 
abilities from womb to 
tomb

Cognitive
psychologists

Experiment with how we 
perceive, think and solve 
problems 

Personality 
Psychologists

Explore how we view and 
affect one another



Psychology’s Subfields (Basic  & Applied 
Research)

Industrial/Organizational 
psychologists

Study and advise on 
behavior in the workplace

Counseling psychologists Help people cope with 
challenges by recognizing 
their strength and resources

Clinical
psychologists

Assess and treat mental, 
emotional and behavior 
disorders  




Your Study of Psychology




Your Study of Psychology






History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 387 BC Plato suggested that the brain is the mechanism of mental 
processes.

 335 BC Aristotle suggested that the heart is the mechanism of mental 
processes.

 1774 AD Franz Mesmer detailed his cure for some mental illness, originally 
called mesmerism and now known as hypnosis.

 1793 Philippe Pinel released the first mental patients from confinement in 
the first massive movement for more humane treatment of the mentally ill.

 1808 Franz Gall wrote about phrenology (the idea that a person’s skull 
shape and placement of bumps on the head can reveal personality traits.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1834 Ernst Heinrich Weber published his perception theory of ‘Just Noticeable 
DIfference,’ now known as Weber’s Law.

 1848 Phineas Gage suffered brain damage when an iron pole pierces his brain. 
His personality was changed but his intellect remained intact suggesting that an 
area of the brain plays a role in personality.

 1859 Charles Darwin published the On the Origin of Species, detailing his view 
of evolution and expanding on the theory of ‘Survival of the fittest.’

 1861 French physician Paul Broca discovered an area in the left frontal lobe that 
plays a key role in language development.

 1869 Sir Francis Galton, Influenced by Charles Darwin’s ‘Origin of the Species,’ 
publishes ‘Hereditary Genius,’ and argues that intellectual abilities are biological 
in nature.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1874 Carl Wernicke published his work on the frontal lobe, detailing that damage to a 
specific area damages the ability to understand or produce language
1878 G. Stanley Hall received the first American Ph.D. in psychology. He later founded the 
American Psychological Association.

 1879
Wilhelm Wundt founded the first formal laboratory of Psychology at the University of Leipzig, 
marking the formal beginning of the study of human emotions, behaviors, and cognitions.

 1883 The first laboratory of psychology in America is established at Johns Hopkins 
University.

 1885 Herman Ebbinghaus introduced the nonsense syllable as a means to study memory 
processes.

 1886 Sigmund Freud began performing therapy in Vienna, marking the beginning of 
personality theory.

 1890 The term “Mental Tests” was coined by James Cattell, beginning the specialization in 
psychology now known as psychological assessment.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1890 Sir Francis Galton developed the technique known as the correlation to 
better understand the interrelationships in his intelligence studies.

 1890 William James published ‘Principles of Psychology,’ that later became the 
foundation for functionalism.

 1890 New York State passed the State Care Act, ordering indigent mentally ill 
patients out of poor-houses and into state hospitals for treatment and developing 
the first institution in the U.S. for psychiatric research.

 1892 Foundation of the American Psychological Association (APA) headed by G. 
Stanley Hall, with an initial membership of 42.

 1895 Alfred Binet founded the first laboratory of psychodiagnosis.

 1896 Writings by John Dewey began the school of thought known as 
functionalism.

 1896 The first psychological clinic was developed at the University of 
Pennsylvania marking the birth of clinical psychology.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1898 Edward Thorndike developed the ‘Law of Effect,’ arguing that “a stimulus-
response chain is strengthened if the outcome of that chain is positive.”

 1900 Sigmund Freud published ‘Interpretation of Dreams’ marking the beginning 
of Psychoanalytic Thought.

 1901 The British Psychological Society was founded.

 1905 Alfred Binet’s Intelligence Test was published in France.

 1906 The Journal of Abnormal Psychology was founded by Morton Prince.

 1906 Ivan Pavlov published the first studies on Classical Conditioning.

 1911 Alfred Adler left Freud’s Psychoanalytic Group to form his own school of 
thought, accusing Freud of overemphasizing sexuality and basing his theory on 
his own childhood.

 1911 Edward Thorndike published first article on animal intelligence leading to 
the theory of Operant Conditioning.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1912 William Stern developed the original formula for the Intelligence Quotient (IQ) after studying the 
scores on Binet’s intelligence test. The formula is

 1912 Max Wertheimer published research on the perception of movement, marking the beginnings of 
Gestalt Psychology.

 1913 John E. Watson published ‘Psychology as a Behaviorist Views It’ marking the beginnings of 
Behavioral Psychology.

 1913 Carl G. Jung departed from Freudian views and developed his own theories citing Freud’s 
inability to acknowledge religion and spirituality. His new school of thought became known as 
Analytical Psychology.

 1916 Stanford-Binet intelligence test was published in the United States.

 1917 Robert Yerkes (President of APA at the time) developed the Army Alpha and Beta Tests to 
measure intelligence in a group format. The tests were adopted for use with all new recruits in the 
U.S. military a year later.

 1920 John B. Watson and Rosalie Rayner published the Little Albert experiments, demonstrating that 
fear could be classically conditioned.

 1921 Psychological Corporation launched the first psychological test development company, not only 
commercializing psychological testing, but allowing testing to take place at offices and clinics rather 
than only at universities and research facilities.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1925 Wolfgang Kohler published ‘The Mentality of Apes’ which became a major 
component of Gestalt Psychology.

 1927 Anna Freud, daughter of Sigmund Freud, published her first book expanding her 
father’s ideas in the treatment of children.

 1929 Wolfgang Kohler criticizes behaviorism in his publication on Gestalt Psychology.
1932 Jean Piaget published ‘The Moral Judgment of Children’ beginning his popularity 
as the leading theorist in cognitive development.

 1932 Walter B. Cannon coined the term homeostasis and began research on the fight or 
flight phenomenon.

 1935 Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) was published by Henry Murray.

 1936 Egas Moniz published his work on frontal lobotomies as a treatment for mental 
illness.
1938 Electroshock therapy was first used on a human patient.

 1939 Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test was published which eventually became the 
most widely used intellectual assessment.

 1939 The Canadian Psychological Associated was founded.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1942 Carl Rogers published ‘Counseling and Psychotherapy’ suggesting that respect and a non-
judgmental approach to therapy is the foundation for effective treatment of mental health issues.

 1942 Jean Piaget published ‘Psychology of Intelligence’ discussing his theories of cognitive 
development.

 1942 Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) was developed and fast became the most 
widely researched and widely accepted psychological assessment device.

 1945 The state of Connecticut passed licensure legislation for psychologists, becoming the first state 
to recognize psychology as a protected practice oriented profession.
1945 The Journal of Clinical Psychology was founded.

 1945 Karen Horney published her feministic views of psychoanalytic theory, marking the beginning of 
feminism.

 1949 Boulder Conference outlines scientist-practitioner model of clinical psychology, looking at the 
M.D. versus Ph.D. used by medical providers and researchers, respectively.

 1950 Erik Erikson published ‘Childhood and Society,’ where he expands Freud’s Theory to include 
social aspects of personality development across the lifespan.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1952 A study on psychotherapy efficacy was published by Hans Eysenck suggesting that therapy is 
no more effective that no treatment at all. This prompted an onslaught of outcome studies which have 
since shown psychotherapy to be an effective treatment for mental illness.

 1952 The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) was published by The 
American Psychiatric Association marking the beginning of modern mental illness classification.

 1952 Chlorpromazine (Thorazine) first used in the treatment of schizophrenia.

 1952 Mr Pustay is born in Youngstown OH

 1953 B.F. Skinner outlined behavioral therapy, lending support for behavioral psychology via research 
in the literature.

 1953 Code of Ethics for Psychologists was developed by the American Psychological Association.

 1954 Abraham Maslow helped to found Humanistic Psychology and later developed his famous 
Hierarchy of Needs.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1957 Leon Festinger proposed his theory of ‘Cognitive Dissonance’ and later 
became an influence figure in Social Psychology.

 1961 John Berry introduced the importance of cross-cultural research bringing 
diversity into the forefront of psychological research and application.

 1961 Carl Rogers published ‘On Becoming a Person,’ marking a powerful change 
in how treatment for mental health issues is conducted.

 1963 Alfred Bandura introduced the idea of Observational Learning on the 
development of personality.

 1963 Lawrence Kolberg introduced his ideas for the sequencing of morality 
development.

 1967 Aaron Beck published a psychological model of depression suggesting that 
thoughts play a significant role in the development and maintenance of depression.

 1968 DSM II was published by the American Psychiatric Association.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1968 First Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) professional degree program in Clinical 
Psychology was established in the Department of Psychology at The University of Illinois 
– Urbana/Champaign.

 1969 Joseph Wolpe published ‘The Practice of Behavior Therapy.’

 1971 First Doctorate in Psychology (Psy.D.) awarded (from The University of Illinois –
Urbana/Champaign).

 1973 APA endorsed the Psy.D. degree for professional practice in psychology.

 1980 DSM III published by the American Psychiatric Association.

 1983 Howard Gardner (professor at Harvard University) introduced his theory of multiple 
intelligence, arguing that intelligence is something to be used to improve lives not to 
measure and quantify human beings.

 1988 American Psychological Society established.

 1990 The emergence of managed care prompts the APA to become more political, 
leading to the idea of Prescribing Psychologists and equity in mental health coverage.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 1994 DSM IV published by the American Psychiatric Association.

 1995 First Psychologists prescribe medication through the U.S. military’s 
psychopharmacology program.

 1997 Deep Blue, the supercomputer at the time, beats the World’s best chess 
player, Kasparov, marking a milestone in the development of artificial intelligence.

 1998 Psychology advances to the technological age with the emergence of e-
therapy.

 1999 Psychologists in Guam gain prescription privileges for psychotropic 
medication.

 2002 New Mexico becomes the first state to pass legislation allowing licensed 
psychologists to prescribe psychotropic medication.

 2002 The push for mental health parity gets the attention of the White House as 
President George W. Bush promotes legislation that would guarantee 
comprehensive mental health coverage.




History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 2007 – George Mandler published A History of Modern Experimental Psychology

 2010 – The draft of DSM-5 by the American Psychiatric Association (APA) was 
distributed for comment and critique.

 2010 – Simon LeVay published Gay, Straight, and the Reason Why, which in 2012 
received the Bullough Book Award for the most distinguished book written for the 
professional sexological community published in a given year

 2012 – In 2009 America's professional association of endocrinologists established best 
practices for transgender children that included prescribing puberty-suppressing drugs to 
preteens followed by hormone therapy beginning at about age 16, and in 2012 
the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry echoed these 
recommendations.

 2012 – The American Psychiatric Association issued official position statements 
supporting the care and civil rights of transgender and gender non-conforming 
individuals.

 2013 – On April 2 U.S. President Barack Obama announced the 10-year BRAIN 
Initiative to map the activity of every neuron in the human brain.
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History of Psychology (387 BC to Present)

 2013 – On April 2 U.S. President Barack Obama announced the 10-year BRAIN Initiative to map the activity of every 
neuron in the human brain.

 2013 – DSM-5 was published by the American Psychiatric Association (APA). Among other things, it eliminated the term 
"gender identity disorder," which was considered stigmatizing, instead referring to "gender dysphoria," which focuses 
attention only on those who feel distressed by their gender identity

 2014 – Stanislas Dehaene, Giacomo Rizzolatti, and Trevor Robbins, were awarded the Brain Prize for their research on 
higher brain mechanisms underpinning literacy, numeracy, motivated behaviour, social cognition, and their disorders

 2014 – Brenda Milner, Marcus Raichle, and John O'Keefe received the Kavli Prize in Neuroscience for the discovery of 
specialized brain networks for memory and cognition

 2014 – John O'Keefe shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine with May-Britt Moser and Edvard Moser for their 
discoveries of cells that constitute a positioning system in the brain

 2015 – The journal Psychology Today announced that it will no longer accept ads for gay conversion therapy, and is 
deleting medical practitioners who list such therapy in their professional profiles.

 August 7, 2015 – The American Psychological Association barred psychologists from participating in national security 
interrogations at sites violating international law.

 August 27, 2015 – A team led by Brian Nosek of the University of Virginia published an article in Science that revealed 
that only 39 of 100 studies published in major psychology journals could be replicated.
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History of the Prescribing Psychologists’ Movement

 The movement to grant psychologists the right to prescribe 
psychotropic medication took root in the late 1960s when the APA 
identified psychopharmacology as a discipline of psychology.

 1991-1997: The Department of Defense begins a six-year trial 
program to train 10 psychologists to prescribe medication at 
assigned military bases. 

 The program was successful, demonstrating that psychologists can be 
taught to prescribe safely. 

 Some of the psychologists are still prescribing and appropriately 
trained psychologists may now be credentialed to prescribe in the 
Defense Department, the U.S. Public Health Service and the Indian 
Health Service.




History of the Prescribing Psychologists’ 

Movement

 2002: New Mexico becomes the first state to enact a law allowing 
appropriately trained psychologists to prescribe psychotropic 
medications.

 2004: Louisiana passes legislation providing prescribing rights to 
psychologists.

 2014: Illinois enacts legislation granting prescriptive authority to 
licensed psychologists with additional specialized training in 
psychopharmacology.




History of the Prescribing Psychologists’ 

Movement

 2016: Iowa passes legislation granting licensed psychologists who 
are trained in psychopharmacology with prescriptive authority.

 The need is great and the evidence is clear: Allowing prescribing 
rights for psychologists is an essential step to providing thousands 
of patients with access to comprehensive mental health care.




Research Methods

 Four key research methods:

1. Experimental

2. Descriptive

3. Correlational

4. Biological




Research Methods

 Four key research methods:

3. Correlational

3. assessment of a sample or population

4.  Biological









Famous 
Psychologists/Names



Ivan Pavlov

 Famous Russian 
scientist that discovered 
that a behavior can be 
conditioned. 

 Classical conditioning

 Dog->food->salivate

 Dog->food + bell->salivate

 Dog->bell->salivate




Albert Ellis

 Albert Ellis is an American cognitive behavioral 
therapist who developed Rational Emotive Behavioral 
Therapy (REBT). 

 REBT- premise is that events alone do not cause a 
person to feel depressed, enraged, or highly anxious. 
Rather, it is one’s beliefs about the events which 
contributes to unhealthy feelings and self defeating 
behaviors. 



Konrad Lorenz

 Lorenz demonstrated how 
incubator-hatched geese would 
imprint on the first suitable moving 
stimulus they saw within what he 
called a "critical period" between 
13–16 hours shortly after hatching

 Most notably, the goslings would 
imprint on Lorenz himself (more 
specifically, on his wading boots) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Konrad_Lorenz.JPG


Harry Harlow

 Best known for his studies on 
affection and development 
using rhesus monkeys and 
surrogate wire or terrycloth 
mothers. 



Solomon Asch

 He became famous in the 
1950s, following experiments 
which showed that social 
pressure (Conformity) can make 
a person say something that is 
obviously incorrect.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Asch_experiment.png


John B. Watson

 Established the psychological 
school of behaviorism, after 
doing research on animal 
behavior. 

 He also conducted the 
controversial "Little Albert" 
experiment.



Baby Albert

 A case study showing 
empirical evidence of classical 
conditioning in humans. 

 This study was also an 
example of stimulus 
generalization. 

 It was conducted in 1920 by 
John B. Watson along with his 
assistant Rosie Rayner. 



Carl Rogers

Instrumental in the 
development of non-directive 
psychotherapy, which he 
initially termed Client-centered 
therapy and he is known as 
the father of client-centered 
therapy. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Carlrogers.jpg


B.F. Skinner

 One of the most influential of 
American psychologists. 

 A behaviorist, he developed 
the theory of operant 
conditioning. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/92/Skinner_box_scheme_01.png


Phillip Zimbardo

 He is known for his Stanford prison 
study and authorship of various 
introductory psychology books and 
textbooks for college students, 
including The Lucifer Effect and 
The Time Paradox. 

 Role playing and attitude change. 
Social Psychology.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Zimbardo_in_Warsaw_2009.jpg


Sigmund Freud

 Father of psychoanalysis, and is 
generally recognized as one of the 
most influential and authoritative 
thinkers of the twentieth century. 

 Unconscious Mind
 Free Association
 Fixation
 Transference
 Dreams
 Hypnosis

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sigmund_Freud_LIFE.jpg


Herman Rorschach

 Famous for the projective 
tests called Ink blots that 
reveled people’s unconscious 
personality. (TAT’s are the 
other projective tests) 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5b/Hermann_Rorschach_c.1910.JPG


Carol Gilligan

 Best known for her work with and 
against Lawrence Kohlberg on 
ethical community and ethical 
relationships, and certain subject-
object problems in ethics. 

 Feminist (tries to defend women 
from being considered unethical)



Stanley Milgram

 Obedience study involving the 
subject to give shocks to the 
incorrect answers on a given 
test.

 Social psychology



Mary Cover Jones

 Her study of  a fear of rabbits, which she 
conducted at the , Columbia University 
Teachers’ College on a three-year-old named 
Peter, is her most often cited work. 

 Jones treated Peter’s fear of a white rabbit by 
“direct conditioning,” in which a pleasant 
stimulus (food) was associated with the rabbit

 As the rabbit was gradually brought closer to 
him in the presence of his favorite food, Peter 
grew more tolerant, and was able to touch it 
without fear.



Abraham Maslow

One of the founders of 
humanistic psychology and is 
often best recognized for 
developing the theory of 
human motivation now known 
as Maslow's Hierarchy of 
Needs. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/60/Maslow's_Hierarchy_of_Needs.svg


Hermann Ebbinghaus

 A German psychologist who 
pioneered the experimental study of 
memory, and is known for his 
discovery of the forgetting curve
and the spacing effect. 

 He was also the first person to 
describe the learning curve. 

Came up with Nonsense words to 
see if people could learn new 
words.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/92/Ebbinghaus2.jpg


Francis Galton

 Known for discovering 
standard deviation, 
correlation, and other 
statistical concepts.

 Saw the correlation between 
people’s head size and 
intelligence. (among other 
traits)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Francis_Galton_1850s.jpg


Benjamin Lee Whorf

 American Linguist that made 
the hypothesis that language 
influences thought. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/2/2e/Blwhorf.jpeg


John Locke

 Locke’s ideas on the idea of how 
individuals develop is the starting point to 
many theorists in modern psychology and 
specifically developmental psychology.

 He was poised with the question of what is 
the ultimate significance of life and how 
does one develop the tools to proceed 
through life.

 His ultimate suggestion was that we are all 
born with the building blocks to become 
who we are.

 An in turn, as we go through life and 
experience what it has to offer, we form 
the necessary tools to survive and become 
individuals. 



Alfred Adler

 Among Adler’s chief 
contributions are the 
importance of birth order in the 
formation of personality, the 
impact of neglect or 
pampering on child 
development 

 Inferiority Complex



Albert Bandura

Observational 
learning, or modeling



James-Lange Theory (Emotions) 
William James & Carl Lange

States that within human beings, as a 
response to experiences in the world, 
the autonomic nervous system 
creates physiological events such as 
muscular tension, a 
rise in heart rate, perspiration, and 
dryness of the mouth. Emotions, 
then, are feelings which come about 
as a result of these physiological 
changes, rather than being their 
cause. 



Karen Horney

Neo-Freudian that believed 
that there was an inner conflict 
but did not agree with the 
penis envy and women having 
less of an ability to suppress 
their urges. 



Cannon-Bard theory (Emotins)
Walter Cannon & Philip Bard

Theory that we 
experience emotions 
and physiologically 
react simultaneously. 



Hubel-Weisel
David Hubel & Torsten Weisel

 Experiments greatly expanded the scientific 
knowledge of sensory processing. 

 In one experiment, done in 1959, they inserted a 
microelectrode into the primary visual cortex of an 
anesthetized cat. 

 They then projected patterns of light and dark on 
a screen in front of the cat. 

 They found that some neurons fired rapidly when 
presented with lines at one angle, while others 
responded best to another angle. 

 Some of these neurons responded differently to 
light patterns than to dark patterns. 

 Hubel and Wiesel called these neurons simple 
cells."Still other neurons, which they termed 
complex cells. 



William Herbert Sheldon

Through the use of 
many photographs and 
measurements of nude 
figures, Sheldon 
assigned people into 
three categories of 
body types in the 
1940s: endomorphic, 
mesomorphic, and 
ectomorphic.



Lawrence Kohlberg

The theory holds that moral 
reasoning, the basis for 
ethical behavior, has six 
identifiable developmental 
stages, each more adequate 
at responding to moral 
dilemmas than its 
predecessor. 



Clark Hull

Hull conducted research 
demonstrating that his 
theories could predict and 
control behavior.

Did much work with the Drive 
Theory. 



Robert Sternberg

 Created the Triarchic Theory of 
Intelligence.

 Taking practical experience with 
highly intellectual people, who aren't 
exactly successful in life, into 
consideration Sternberg describes 
three different kinds of intelligence in 
his model:
 Analytical thinking which focuses 

on planing, monitoring, reflection, 
and transfer. 

 Creative thinking which focuses 
on developing, applying new ideas, 
and creating solutions. 

 Practical thinking which focuses 
on selecting and shaping real-world 
environments and experiences



Schachter-Singer
Two factor theory of emotion

 Stanley Schachter and Jerome 
Singer

 Theory of emotion suggesting that 
human emotion has two 
components (factors): physiological 
arousal and cognition (a conscious 
understanding of that arousal). 
According to the theory, "cognitions 
are used to interpret the meaning of 
physiological reactions to outside 
events."



Gordon Allport

 Gordon Allport's theory of 
personality development is one of 
the first humanistic theories. 

 Allport is known as a "trait" 
psychologist. One of his early 
projects was to go through the 
dictionary and locate every term 
that he thought could describe a 
person. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a4/Allport.gif


Noam Chomsky

 Credited with the creation of 
the theory of generative 
grammar, considered to be 
one of the most significant 
contributions to the field of 
theoretical linguistics made 
in the 20th century. 

 Language Acquisition Device

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6e/Chomsky.jpg


Wilhelm Wundt

 Founding father of psychology. 

 Established the experimental branch of 
psychology. 

 Worked with Structuralism as a theory founded 
by Edward B. Titchener (1867-1923), with the 
goal to describe the structure of the mind in 
terms of the most primitive elements of mental 
experience. 

 This theory focused on three things: the 
individual elements of consciousness, how they 
organized into more complex experiences, and 
how these mental phenomena correlated with 
physical events. 



Jean Piaget

 Studied children, watching 
children and in the area of 
developmental psychology. 

 Developed the psychosocial 
stages of development

 Also, accommodation and 
assimilation 



Martin Seligman

Developed the theory of 
“Learned Helplessness” which is 
condition of a human person or 
an animal in which it has 
learned to behave helplessly, 
even when the opportunity is 
restored for it to help itself by 
avoiding an unpleasant or 
harmful circumstance to which it 
has been subjected 



Howard Gardner

 Theory of Multiple Intelligences
 This means that not only do 

human beings have many 
different ways to learn and 
process information, but that 
these are independent of each 
other: leading to multiple 
"intelligences" as opposed to a 
general intelligence factor 
among correlated abilities. 



Diana Baumrind

 Parenting styles
 Permissive 

 Authoritative

 Authoritarian



Edward Thordike

 Famous for his Law of Effect. The 
Law of Effect states that a) 
Responses to a situation that are 
followed by satisfaction are 
strengthened; and b) Responses 
that are followed by discomfort are 
weakened. 

 Created the Puzzle Box for cats to 
prove his theory. 



Alfred Binet

 French psychologist and 
developer of the first usable
intelligence test, the basis of 
today's IQ test. (later adopted 
in the U.S.)



Charles Spearman

 Came up with the theory of g 
(general intelligence). 

 Spearman’s factor analysis on 
intelligence. 



Paul Weschler
Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale

(WASI)
 Intelligence quotient 

(IQ) tests are the 
primary clinical 
instruments used to 
measure adult and 
adolescent intelligence 

 Average is 100

 Bell Curve

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TheBellCurve.gif


Paul Broca

 Discovered that the  
production of language has 
been linked to the Broca’s
area (obviously named after 
his discovery of this particular 
area)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/BrocasAreaSmall.png


Carl Wernicke

 Part of the cerebral cortex that 
is important for understanding 
of written and spoken 
language. 

 Named after Carl Wernicke

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/03/BrocasAreaSmall.png


Erik Erikson

 Developmental psychologist 
and psychoanalyst known for 
his theory on social 
development of human 
beings, and for coining the 
phrase identity crisis. 



Lewis Terman

 Educational psychologist

 Developed the Stanford Binet
IQ test used in America

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/c/c1/Terman.jpg


Elizabeth Kubler-Ross

Created the five stages of 
grief (on death and dying)

1. Denial

2. Anger

3. Bargaining

4. Depression

5. Acceptance

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Elisabeth_K%C3%BCbler-Ross_(1926_-_2004).jpg


Ernst Heinrich Weber

 Considered a founder of 
experimental psychology.

 Discovered that the just-noticeable 
difference (jnd) of the change in a 
stimulus's magnitude .

 Noted for his discoveries in 
anatomy, in particular that of the 
existence of a rudimentary uterus in 
male mammals 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9c/Ernst_Heinrich_Weber.jpg


Mary Ainsworth

 Known for her work in early 
emotional attachment with 
"The Strange Situation" as 
well as her work in the 
development of Attachment 
Theory 



Carl Jung

 Swiss psychiatrist and founder 
of analytical psychology. 

 Believed that the personality 
formed from a collective 
unconscious involving 
archetypes that all humans 
have.



Herman Rorschach

 Projective test

 Ink blots



Elizabeth Loftus

 Memory

 False memories of 
childhood traumas

 Repression of threatening 
childhood memories







Halo Effect Theory
 The ‘halo effect’ is a classic social psychology 

experiment. 

 It is the idea that global evaluations about a person (e.g. 
she is likeable) bleed over into judgements about their 
specific traits (e.g. she is intelligent).

 Hollywood stars demonstrate the halo effect perfectly. 
Because they are often attractive and likeable we naturally 
assume they are also intelligent, friendly, display good 
judgement and so on.




Cognitive Dissonance Theory

 Cognitive dissonance refers to a situation involving 
conflicting attitudes, beliefs or behaviors. 

 This produces a feeling of discomfort leading to an alteration 
in one of the attitudes, beliefs or behaviors to reduce the 
discomfort and restore balance etc.

 For example, when people smoke (behavior) and they know 
that smoking causes cancer (cognition).

 Festinger's (1957) cognitive dissonance theory suggests 
that we have an inner drive to hold all our attitudes and 
beliefs in harmony and avoid disharmony (or dissonance).




Realistic Conflict Theory

 Muzafer Sherif is a famous social psychologist important to the psychological 
understanding of groups and its members.

 His main contribution is known as Realistic Conflict Theory, and accounts for 
group conflict, negative prejudices, and stereotypes as being the result of 
competition between groups for desired resources.

 Sherif validated his theory in one his most famous experiments, "The 
Robber's Cave"

 Sherif argued that intergroup conflict (i.e. conflict between groups) occurs 
when two groups are in competition for limited resources. 

 This theory is supported by evidence from a famous study investigating 
group conflict: The Robbers Cave



 Stanford Prison Experiment

 The Stanford Prison Experiment (SPE) took place in 1971. 

 Young men were divided into the roles of Prisoner and Guard and put in a 
prison-like environment in the basement of the Psychology Department at 
Stanford University. 

 The study was meant to last two weeks. But the brutality of the Guards and 
the suffering of the Prisoners was so intense that it had to be terminated after 
only six days.

 The study provided a graphic illustration of the power of situations to shape 
individuals' behaviour. 

 Phillip Zimbardo argued that the Guards acted the way they did because they 
conformed blindly to their assigned role, as did he in his position as Prison 
Superintendent:




Milgram Obedience Study

 Obedience is compliance with commands given by an authority figure. 

 In the 1960s, the social psychologist Stanley Milgram did a famous research 
study called the obedience study. 

 It showed that people have a strong tendency to comply with authority figures.

 In everyday situations, people obey orders because they want to get rewards, 
because they want to avoid the negative consequences of disobeying, and 
because they believe an authority is legitimate. 

 In more extreme situations, people obey even when they are required to 
violate their own values or commit crimes




False Consensus Effect Theory

 The phenomenon of false consensus effect centralizes on people’s tendency to 
project their way of thinking onto other people, thinking other people think the 
same way as they do. 

 This logical fallacy may involve a group or just a sole individual that assumes their 
own set of opinions; beliefs and impressions are more prevalent amongst public 
than they actually are.

 In the 1977, Stanford University social psychologist Professor Lee Ross 
conducted a research that focuses on "biases in human inference, judgment, and 
decision making, especially on the cognitive, perceptual and motivational biases 
that lead people to misinterpret each other’s behavior and that create particular 
barriers to dispute resolution and the implementation of peace agreements."




Social Identity Theory

 Henri Tajfel and John Turner’s social identity theory explains that part of a person’s concept 
of self comes from the groups to which that person belongs. 

 An individual does not just have a personal selfhood, but multiple selves and identities 
associated with their affiliated groups. 

 A person might act differently in varying social contexts according to the groups they belong 
to, which might include a sports team they follow, their family, their country of nationality, and 
the neighborhood they live in, among many other possibilities[When a person perceives 
themselves as part of a group, that is an ingroup for them. 

 Other comparable groups that person does not identify with are called outgroups. 

 We have an “us” vs. “them” mentality when it comes to our ingroups and their respective 
outgroups.




Bystander Effect

 The bystander effect was first demonstrated in the laboratory by John Darley and 
Bibb Latane in 1968 after they became interested in the topic following the murder 
of Kitty Genovese in 1964.

 These researchers launched a series of experiments that resulted in one of the 
strongest and most replicable effects in social psychology

 In a typical experiment, the participant is either alone or among a group of other 
participants or confederates. 

 An emergency situation is staged and researchers measure how long it takes the 
participants to intervene, if they intervene. 
 These experiments have found that the presence of others inhibits helping, often by a 

large margin




Conformity Study

 Psychologist Solomon Asch conducted an experiment showing 
the surprising influence of peer pressure and normative 
conformity on people's behavior

 the Asch conformity experiments or the Asch Paradigm refers 
to a series of studies directed by Solomon Asch studying if and 
how individuals yielded to or defied a majority group and the 
effect of such influences on beliefs and opinions.

 Three types of conformity: compliance, identification and 
internalization 
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